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WIFLE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Catherine W. Sanz
As WIFLE’s President, I am feeling a little nostalgic about our
beloved organization, so I would like to share my thoughts with
you.
There is so much talk about the plight and future of law
enforcement based on recent incidents of violence against
innocent victims in minority communities. As the leader of an
organization whose dedicated women officers are on the front
lines as first responders, I feel compelled to ask you this question, “Where do we go from
here?”
Therefore, as we work diligently to plan the upcoming WIFLE Leadership Training, I
admit that we will need to have a serious dialogue about the topic of transforming
policing to meet today’s challenges. In addition, we need to create a space for discussing

the myriad of additional real-time issues that our profession is currently facing.
One important strategic goal that WIFLE’s Executive Board continually discusses is the
need to increase our membership by actively recruiting more women. To successfully
manage the impending challenges, we need your ideas, your creative solutions, and your
continued commitment. Why? Because we wholeheartedly believe that women can
make a difference in this profession. We possess an innate ability and talent for
improving the social consciousness of the people around us.
Over the next few months, WIFLE will be actively engaging in a membership drive to
encourage more women to join the ranks of our organization. Again, we need ideas from

all generations of women leaders because your diverse backgrounds and experiences will
assist us in preparing for the future.
Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to get on my soap box. WIFLE will be
counting on you to work along with us in support of this important endeavor.
Stay safe,
Cathy
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ANNUAL WIFLE LEADERSHIP TRAINING
Be sure to register now for WIFLE’s 21st Annual Leadership Training at the Marriott Water Street in
Tampa, FL, August 16 – 19, 202l. This year, we are excited to be able to present a full agenda, including
interesting speakers, informative workshops, presentations focusing on your federal career, a career fair and
our popular Flash Mentoring session. There also will be optional Monday seminars for those able to arrive
early.
Your registration fee includes the Annual WIFLE
Awards Banquet to be held August 18, 2021. This
event is WIFLE’s unique recognition program for
women in the field of law enforcement.
Please go to WIFLE.org for more information and all
the registration details.
Hope to see you in Tampa!

WIFLE WELCOMES TAMMY FLANAGAN AS
A NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTOR!
What to Know About Supplemental Retirement Benefits
By Tammy Flanagan, Principal, Retire Federal
Every issue of the WIFLE newsletter will provide answer to your retirement questions. If you would
like to see your question answered in a future newsletter issue, send your questions to me at
Tammy@retirefederal.com and be sure to add “WIFLE Newsletter” to the subject line.

Question: I will have 20 years of service as an
1811 by age 45. Can I ditch the badge and gun at
that point, transition to regular federal service, work
for another 5 years as a non-1811, and then submit
my LEO retirement paperwork when I reach the
age of 50 years? I have no idea how this would

work logistically, or whether it is a smart financial
move, but being away from the LEO life 5 years
earlier sounds great. What considerations –
financial or otherwise, would you recommend I
take into account when making this decision.
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Answer: As you know, to meet the eligibility
requirements to retire under the special provisions
for law enforcement officers, you must complete 20
years of “covered service” and be at least 50 years
old, or complete 25 years of “covered” service and
be eligible to retire, regardless of age. However, you
will be glad to know that you do not have to be
serving in a LEO position at the time of retirement to
be eligible under these special provisions. Be sure
that you have completed the “covered” service
requirement prior to transferring to a non-covered
position. Check with your human resources office to
confirm your 20 years of “covered” service.

As far as financial downsides, other than not being
eligible for availability pay in a non-“covered”
position, there aren’t any. Your retirement will be
computed on any three consecutive years of basic
pay that produces the highest average. This could
possibly be the last three years you served in an
1811 position, or not. Also, if you are no longer in a
“covered” position, you will no longer be subject to
mandatory retirement. You could decide to work
past age 57 if you wish.
LEO’s contribute an extra .5% towards retirement
compared with non-“covered” federal employees. If
you were hired under FERS before 2013, you
contribute 1.3% of your basic pay to FERS while
non-“covered” employees contribute .8%. As a
note, after 2012, the contribution to FERS for new
hires was increased to 3.6% for LEO’s and 3.1% for
other employees. Beginning in 2014, the
contribution was increased again for new hires to
4.9% for LEO’s and 4.4% for non-LEO positions.

Under FERS, the definition of a LEO is nearly
identical to the definition under the old CSRS
retirement system, although more specific. In
addition to covering an employee whose primary
duties are “the investigation, apprehension, or
detention of individuals suspected or convicted of
offenses against the United States,” the FERS
definition includes an employee whose primary
duties are “the protection of officials of the United
States against threats to personal safety.” The FERS
statutory LEO definition also provides an explicit
standard for rigorous duty. The duties must be
“sufficiently rigorous that employment should be
limited to young and physically vigorous
individuals.”

Question: I was born January 1974 and started with
U.S. Customs/Treasury on April 13, 1998. In 2024,
I will be age 50 with a total of 26 years of service –
16 as the new CBP Officer (“O” FERS/FICA –
Enhanced CBPO) and 10 as an inspector (“K”
FERS/FICA). Do I qualify for retirement at age 50
or do I have to wait until my Minimum Retirement
Age of 57?

Examples of positions that meet the statutory
definition and are recognized by the Office of
Personnel Management to be “covered,” include
Border Patrol Agents, Drug Enforcement
Administration Special Agents, FBI Special Agents,
Federal Air Marshals, U.S. Secret Service Special
Agents, to list just a few. In 1988, U.S. Park Police
and U.S. Secret Service Uniformed Division
Officers were provided with LEO-Equivalent
benefits. Likewise, U.S. Capitol Police and U.S.
Supreme Court Police were added in 1990 and 2000,
respectively. And, in 2008, Customs and Border
Protection Officers received “covered” status.

Answer: The enhanced retirement calculation for
Customs and Border Protection Officers became
effective July 6, 2008. It provides LEO coverage
prospectively only. This means that you will need to
meet the age 50 with 20 years of “covered” service
to receive the enhanced calculation. Therefore, you
will not be eligible for retirement when you reach
age 50. You will be eligible when you have 20 years
of Customs and Border Protection Officer coverage,
which appears to be when you reach 54 years of age.

Retire Federal provides retirement planning
with Integrity, Objectivity, Competence, and
Confidentiality.
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LIFE INSURANCE ISN’T FOR YOU – IT’S FOR THE ONES YOU LEAVE BEHIND
When you purchase something,
it’s usually because you plan to
use it. Term life insurance is an
exception. You don’t want to use
it. In fact, it’s not for YOU at all.
It’s for the loved ones you might
leave behind one day.
Protect Your Loved Ones
Life insurance isn’t many
people’s favorite topic. It can be
concerning – but can also be
inspiring. Why? Because life
insurance means that your family
will be taken care of – even if the
unexpected occurs.
Think about it this way: You
don’t get life insurance because
you plan to die. You get it
because you expect your loved
ones are going to live.
You can’t predict the future, but
you can plan for it. You want to
see your family safe and secure
in their house. You want to see
your children thrive as they grow
into adults, go to college, and
start careers and families of their
own. And if something prevents
you from seeing all of this
yourself, you still want it to
happen.

Find the Right Plan to Provide
Insurance Protection for Your
Family
You work hard every day to
provide for your family. Do one
more thing to make sure your
family will continue to be
provided for. Get a life insurance
plan that meets your family’s
needs.
At Starr Wright USA, we work
to provide Group Term Life
coverage for federal employees.
Choose the level of coverage
you need for your family.
Get access to affordable
group rates.
Name anyone you want as
the beneficiary, such as a
spouse or friend.
The benefit can be paid
income tax-free under
current tax laws.
Secure coverage for your
spouse and/or children, if
desired.
When deciding on a plan,
consider how much coverage
you need and how long you will
need it. For example, how long
will it be until you’ve paid off
your mortgage, your kids have
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grown and gone to college and
you’ve reached retirement age?
Do you have savings set aside
for these expenses, or do you
need life insurance to help fund
them? Your current age will play
a role in this decision.
Group 10-Year Level Term
is available to federal
employees under the age
of 65. Benefits can be as
low as $100,000 or as
high as $1 million.
Group 20-Year Level Term
is available to federal
employees under the age
of 55. As with the 10Year plan, benefits can be
as low as $100,000 or as
high as $1 million.
Group Senior Term is
available to federal
employees between the
ages of 50 and 74. The
benefit can be in the
amount of $10,000,
$20,000 or $50,000.
You can keep your coverage if
you change jobs or retire, as long
as you pay your premiums. And
at the end of the term, you’ll
have the option of converting
your coverage to an individual
whole life policy.
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Life insurance is more affordable
than you might expect. Explore
the options Starr Wright USA has
to offer!
Article authored by and
containing the opinions of Starr
Wright USA. This article is
offered solely for informational
purposes.
The coverages described herein
are underwritten by ReliaStar Life
Insurance Company, a member of

the Voya® family of companies,
Minneapolis, MN. This is only a
brief description of the coverage
(s) available. The policy will
contain reductions, limitations,
exclusions, and termination
provisions. For costs and
complete details of the coverage
(s) contact Starr Wright USA.
Starr Wright USA is a marketing
name for Starr Wright Insurance
Agency, Inc. and its affiliate(s).
Starr Wright USA is an insurance

agency specializing in insurance
solutions for federal employees
and federal contractors. For more
information, visit wrightusa.com.
Starr Wright USA is a division of
Starr Insurance Companies,
which is a marketing name for the
operating insurance and travel
assistance companies and
subsidiaries of Starr International
Company, Inc. and for the
investment business of C.V. Starr
& Co., Inc.

EXCELSIOR NEWS AND EVENTS UPDATES!
Webinar: Transfer Made Easy
June 2 @ 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm EDT
Virtual via Zoom
In this webinar we’ll provide an overview of Excelsior College and the many ways that you can transfer
in credits, or earn credits as a student. We will also highlight the benefits we have to offer as well as the
individual schools and degree programs that we have available.
To register, visit https://excelsior.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_mKVNQz_cTleWmlDeDxgmSw
Veterans Benefit Webinar
June 15 @ 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm EDT
Virtual via Zoom
Learn how to maximize your veteran educational benefits, about opportunities offered through veteran
membership organizations and, by attending our upcoming webinar, discover why Excelsior College is
continually recognized for serving Veteran and Military Students. During this webinar, you will
discover how to use your benefits to achieve your educational and career goals. You’ll also hear from
Excelsior College staff about career/networking opportunities just for veterans, and how your military
experience can be applied as credit so you can complete your degree sooner and take your career to the
next level.
To register, visit https://excelsior.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_oTXRKGgzTYKuX5KaKOtFng
50th Annual Commencement
July 9. Virtual via Zoom Save the Date: Friday, July 9, 2021
We are hard at work planning an online Commencement for the Class of 2021 on July 9.
Excelsior College continues to monitor the impact of COVID-19 on events in New York. Currently,
state guidelines prohibit an in-person event of this size, so graduates, faculty, staff, alumni, trustees, and
family members will connect in an online Commencement event honoring your graduation milestone.
Questions should be directed to commencement@excelsior.edu
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2021 QUICK REFERENCE
CONSOLIDATED APPROPRIATIONS ACT (CAA) AND
AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN ACT (ARPA)
In response to recent legislation and IRS guidance, FSAFEDS is announcing important new flexibilities for
the 2020 and 2021 plan years to Health Care Flexible Spending Accounts (HCFSAs), Limited Expense Health
Care Flexible Spending Accounts (LEX HCFSAs) and Dependent Care Flexible Spending Accounts
(DCFSAs).
Special Enrollment Period
• Employees may enroll and participants may increase or decrease their current elections through the
2021 Special Enrollment Period which will be held from June 1, 2021 to June 30, 2021. This will
allow those who did not enroll or re-enroll for 2021 during Open Season the opportunity to enroll for
2021 and gain access to available 2020 carryover funds.
• Current participants can increase or decrease elections during this period by visiting
www.FSAFEDS.com and choosing “2021 Special Enrollment Period” from the “Enroll in Plan” menu
located at the top of the home page and following the instructions. Current participants must select the
“2021 Special Enrollment Period – Increase/Decrease” event type. The new election will be effective
retroactively to the most recent effective date for 2021.
• Employees who want to enroll for the first time for 2021 should go to www.FSAFEDS.com, select
“2021 Special Enrollment Period” under the “Enroll in a Plan” menu at the top of the home page and
follow the instructions. They will need to choose the “2021 Special Enrollment Period - New
Account” event type. The election will be effective the first day of the following pay period (as
determined by their agency’s payroll schedule).
• New participants may enroll between June 1 and June 30, 2021.
Relief Provided by CAA/ARPA
• FSAFEDS is allowing unlimited carryover for re-enrolled HCFSA and LEX HCFSA participants for
the 2020 and 2021 plan years. If an employee does not re-enroll in 2021, they will not have access to
2020 carryover funds.
• FSAFEDS is extending the grace period for all DCFSA participants for the 2020 and 2021 plan
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years. The 2020 grace period is extended through December 31, 2021, and the 2021 grace period is
extended through December 31, 2022.
• DCFSA participants with a qualifying dependent child who turned age 13 during the 2020 plan year
may use any unused funds from 2020 for eligible expenses for that child until they turn age 14. To
qualify for this relief, enrollment in a FSAFEDS DCFSA in the 2020 plan year is required.
• The 2021 DCFSA maximum election amount has been increased to $10,500 (or $5,250 for married
taxpayers filing separately).
• Current DCFSA participants who wish to change their election may do so by logging in to their
online account and updating their election.

• Use of masks and hand sanitizing wipes (with 60%+ alcohol base) have been approved as eligible
over-the-counter (OTC) HCFSA expenses!
How to Take Advantage of the Relief Provided by the CAA/ARPA
• The unlimited carryover for HCFSA and LEX HCFSA, as well as the extended grace period for
DCFSA, will be automatically applied to your account – no action needed!
• To take advantage of the age 14 extension for DCFSA and expenses for masks and hand sanitizing
wipes, simply submit your claims as normal. No change required!

Please refer to the following scenario examples:
Example 1 – Participant has a 2021 HCFSA/LEX HCFSA with 2020 carryover funds
• Participant had a 2020 HCFSA and re-enrolled in a 2021 HCFSA during Open Season. The
participant has a balance of $800 in their 2020 HCFSA.
• The 2020 balance of $800 will carry over to the 2021 plan year and can be used for expenses
incurred through December 31, 2021. Any available funds remaining from the end of 2021, not just
$550, will also carry over to 2022, if the participant re-enrolls during Open Season. These funds will
be available for reimbursement through December 31, 2022.
Example 2 – Previous participant re-enrolls for a 2021 HCFSA/LEX HCFSA

• An employee was previously enrolled in a 2020 HCFSA but did not re-enroll during Open Season
and does not currently have a 2021 plan. This previous participant has a 2020 HCFSA with a balance
of $1,500.
• The previous participant will go to www.FSAFEDS.com and select “2021 Special Enrollment
Period” under the “Enroll in a Plan” menu at the top of the home page and follow the instructions.
• Choose the “2021 Special Enrollment Period - New Account” event type when prompted.
• The election will be effective the first day of the following pay period (as determined by their
agency’s payroll schedule). Expenses incurred on the effective date and later are eligible for
reimbursement.
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• The participant’s entire previous balance of $1,500 will now carry over to 2021 and is available for
expenses beginning on their effective date through December 31, 2021.
• If the participant re-enrolls for 2022, any remaining balance from the 2021 plan year, not just $550,
will carry over to 2022. Remember, re-enrollment is required to access a carryover balance.
Example 3 – Participant has a 2021 DCFSA/HCFSA/LEX HCFSA but needs more/less funds
• Participant re-enrolled in a 2021 account during Open Season and would like to make a change to the
current 2021 election.
• Participant can increase or decrease elections during this period by visiting www.FSAFEDS.com and
choosing “2021 Special Enrollment Period” from the “Enroll in Plan” menu located at the top of the
home page and following the instructions.
• Choose the “2021 Special Enrollment Period – Increase/Decrease” event type when prompted.
• The new election will be effective retroactively to the most recent effective date for 2021. In this
case, it will be effective January 1, 2021 because the participant enrolled during Open Season.
• The new allotment amount is effective prospectively to the salary withholding, on the first pay period
after processing by FSAFEDS.
Example 4 – DCFSA Grace Period Extension
• Participant enrolled in a DCFSA in 2020 and did not re-enroll in 2021. The participant has a 2020
DCFSA balance of $2,500.

• The grace period to spend 2020 funds has been extended through December 31, 2021, so the
participant can continue to incur expenses through the end of the year.
Example 5 – DCFSA Increased Election
• Participant enrolled in a DCFSA in 2020 and has a remaining 2020 balance of $1,000. The
participant reenrolled for 2021 during Open Season and elected $500 since childcare needs were
uncertain. The participant learns childcare expenses will exceed the current election and wants to
increase it to cover the additional expense.
• The grace period to spend the 2020 funds is extended through December 31, 2021, so the participant
can use the remaining $1,000 from the 2020 funds to pay expenses through December 31, 2021.
• The participant may also increase the 2021 DCFSA election up to $10,500 (or $5,250 for married
taxpayers filing separately) during the Special Enrollment Period.
• Participant can increase or decrease elections during this period by visiting www.FSAFEDS.com and
choosing “2021 Special Enrollment Period” from the “Enroll in Plan” menu located at the top of the
home page and following the instructions.
• Choose the “2021 Special Enrollment Period – Increase/Decrease” event type when prompted.
• The new election will be effective retroactively to the most recent effective date for 2021. In this
case, it will be effective January 1, 2021 because the participant enrolled during Open Season.
• The 2020 $1,000 balance can be used to pay for expenses from the original effective date in the 2020
plan through December 31, 2021.
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• The 2021 election of $500 and any increase can be used to pay for expenses through December 31,
2022.
Example 6 – Participant has a 2021 HCFSA/LEX HCFSA Account with a Previous Qualifying Life
Event
• Participant enrolled in a 2021 HCFSA during Open Season for $1,000. The participant later
experienced a Qualifying Life Event of birth in March 2021 and increased the election to $2,000,
resulting in a revised effective date of March 15, 2021.
• Participant decides to increase their election again to $2,750 during the SEP and can do this by
visiting www.FSAFEDS.com and choosing “2021 Special Enrollment Period” from the “Enroll in a
Plan” menu located at the top of the home page and following the instructions.
• Choose the “2021 Special Enrollment Period – Increase/Decrease” event type when prompted.
• The new election of $2,750 will be set retroactively to the most recent effective date for 2021. In this
case, it will be effective March 15, 2021, since the participant previously had a QLE during the 2021
plan year.

FIVE REASONS TO PLAN AHEAD
FOR LONG TERM CARE
In today’s world, planning is essential,
particularly when it comes to retirement.
People are living longer and need a long-range
care plan that can sustain them throughout their
lifetime.
Regardless of the setting—home, assisted
living facility, or nursing home—long term
care can be expensive. And the need for long
term care can happen at any time, not just in your later years, so making decisions about this type of care
be difficult. The Federal Long Term Care Insurance Program (FLTCIP), the group long term care
insurance program that only members of the federal family can apply for, can help.
By starting the conversation with your spouse or loved ones now, you can relay your care preferences and
communicate who will make decisions on your behalf if the need arises.
Here’s a list of five important reasons to start planning for long term care now.
Cost and financial security
The cost of long term care can be expensive and vary greatly depending on the type of care you receive, the
place it's provided, and where you live. For example, the national average cost for a semiprivate room
in a nursing home is $92,7101 per year. The FLTCIP helps protect your income, including pensions
and annuities, plus your savings, or other investments, from being exhausted by long term care costs.
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Insurance coverage
Many people think that long term care is covered by traditional health insurance plans. It’s important to
know that long term care expenses are generally not covered by the Federal Employees Health
Benefits (FEHB) Program, TRICARE, or TRICARE For Life. While Medicare covers some care in
nursing homes and at home, it does so only for a limited time and is subject to restrictions. The
FLTCIP pays for long term care services in your choice of settings (at home or in a facility, such as
an assisted living facility, an adult daycare, or a nursing home) and your choice of caregiver.
Family
Long term care is most often provided at home by adult children, other family members, and friends.
Even though they may be the first to step in and want to help, being a caregiver for someone who
requires ongoing assistance can be a time-consuming commitment and often takes a toll on a
caregiver’s health and well-being.2 Informal care provided by friends and family members is covered
under the FLTCIP, as long as the caregiver isn't your spouse or domestic partner and doesn't live in
your home at the time you become eligible for benefits. (Benefits for care provided by family members are limited
to 500 days.)

Home care
Most people prefer to get the care they need in the comfort of their own home. The FLTCIP has a stayat-home benefit that includes a range of services that support care in your home once you are benefit
eligible—such as care planning visits, home modifications (such as installing wheelchair ramps),
emergency medical response systems, durable medical equipment (such as wheelchairs, walkers, or
hospital-style beds), caregiver training, and home safety checks—to help you maintain your quality of
life in familiar surroundings.

Lifestyle
Many people wish to maintain their independence so they won't have to rely on family members. Long
term care insurance coverage under the FLTCIP can provide the means necessary to help pay for your
care and allow you to spend your nest egg the way you want. Additional standard features include
respite care, international benefits, and consumer protections, such as guaranteed renewable coverage
and portability.
Plan Ahead with the FLTCIP
Visit LTCFEDS.com/employees to learn more about the FLTCIP’s comprehensive benefits and features
and find a plan that’s right for you.
The Federal Long Term Care Insurance Program is sponsored by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management, insured by John Hancock Life & Health
Insurance Company under a group long term care insurance policy, and administered by Long Term Care Partners, LLC.

1. John Hancock Life & Health Insurance Company. “John Hancock 2018 Cost of Care Survey,” conducted by Long Term
Care Group, Inc., December 2019.
2. National Alliance for Caregiving. “Caregiving in the U.S. 2020,” caregiving.org/caregiving-in-the-us-2020/ (accessed May
2021).
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IS AN AGENCY LIABLE FOR A SUBORDINATE EMPLOYEE’S
HARASSMENT OF HER SUPERVISOR?
By Peter J. Jeffrey, Esq., Member, The Jeffrey Law Group, PLLC

Clearly, a subordinate employee would never be in the position to affect a term or condition of her
supervisor’s employment. But can a subordinate employee create an intimidating, hostile, or offensive
work environment for her supervisor? And, if so, can the agency be liable for that subordinate’s
harassment of her supervisor? To establish a claim of harassment a complainant must show that: (1) they
belong to a statutorily protected class; (2) they were subjected to harassment in the form of unwelcome
verbal or physical conduct involving the protected class; (3) the harassment complained of was based on
their statutorily protected class; and (4) the harassment affected a term or condition of employment and/or
had the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with the work environment and/or creating an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment. See Gibson v. Department of Homeland Security,
EEOC No. 0720060079 (EEOC OFO 2008), citing Humphrey v. U.S. Postal Service, EEOC No. 01965238
(EEOC 1998). Further, a complainant must show that there is a basis for imputing liability to the
employer. See Bernstein v. Social Security Administration, EEOC No. 0120072322 (EEOC OFO 2007).
In Foster B. v. Department of Health and Human Services, the complainant, a supervisory health system
specialist with the Indian Health Service (IHS), alleged that the IHS discriminated against him on the bases
of sex (male, sexual orientation) when, in part the IHS permitted and/or failed to address such things as his
subordinate employee calling him a homophobic slur. In its Final Agency Decision (FAD), IHS found that
the complainant’s subordinate employee had in fact subjected the complainant to unwelcome conduct
based upon his sexual orientation, but that because none of the conduct was “physically threatening or
humiliating” it did not alter the conditions of his employment. Further, the IHS found that there was no
sufficient basis to hold management liable for the complainant’s subordinate employee’s conduct, because
the complainant, a supervisor, chose not to discipline that employee. Foster B. v. Department of Health
and Human Services, EEOC No. 2019005682 (EEOC OFO 2021).
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However, on appeal, the EEOC observing that “[homophobic slurs] have been historically used in the
United States as highly offensive, insulting, and degrading sex-based epithets against gay men” found that
the complainant established that he was subjected to a hostile work environment based on sex (i.e., that the
conduct altered the conditions of his employment). See id., citing Couch v. Dep't of Energy, EEOC No.
0120131136 (EEOC OFO 2013). Moreover, the EEOC found that IHS placing the onus on the complainant
to discipline his subordinate employee fell short of its obligation to take prompt and effective action to stop
known discriminatory harassment. Specifically, the EEOC found:
that the inadequate responses from Complainant's chain of command likely
emboldened E1 to continue harassing Complainant, diminished his authority
as her supervisor, and heightened the severity of the alleged incidents. As
such, we find that E1's actions unreasonably interfered with Complainant's
work environment and management officials failed to take prompt and
effective action.
See id. (Internal citations omitted). The meaning of this recent ruling is plain and simple: an agency must
stop known discriminatory harassment against an employee without regard to the employee’s supervisory
status.
At the Jeffrey Law Group, PLLC, we assist federal employees at all stages of the federal sector EEO
Complaint process, such as:
Initial consultation in evaluating your federal sector EEO complaint;
Initiating EEO counseling;
Representation during EEO counseling and/or alternative dispute resolution (ADR);
Filing formal complaints and representation throughout the agency’s administrative investigation;
Representation during settlement negotiations;
Representation during discovery, in pre-hearing procedures, and at hearings before an EEOC
administrative judge; and
Appeals of final agency decisions to the EEOC Office of Federal Operations.
Let the Jeffrey Law Group, PLLC, help you timely navigate your federal sector EEO complaint.
The information contained in this article is of a general nature and is subject to change; it is not meant to
serve as legal advice in any particular situation. For specific legal advice, the authors recommend you
consult a licensed attorney who is knowledgeable about the area of law in question.

INFORMATION RECRUITING SESSION FOR THE U.S. INTELLIGENCE
COMMUNITY
Hosted by the WIFLE Foundation, Inc.
On June 26th, WIFLE will host a unique event. Recruiters from the United States
Intelligence Community (IC) will be live at a virtual information session, that will
include a panel discussion and a Question & Answer period. This is an opportunity for
you to explore an avenue that you may not have previously considered. The IC
employs tens of thousands of employees worldwide and has an exciting Student
Program where you can get a jump-start on a career in intelligence. This event is
specifically for positions in Washington, D.C.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS NOW! SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 2021, at 10:00 (EST)
Register for the Session to Learn More! https://wiflefoundation/org/event-4314411
Recruiters are looking forward to meeting and talking to you. Download flyer.
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THE MESS WE’RE IN – THE LOSS OF CONFIDENCE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
(HOW WE GOT HERE; HOW TO GET OUT OF IT)
By Retired DEA SSA Rosalynde M. Fenner, EdD & Retired DEA SAC June Werdlow Rogers, PhD
We find ourselves in a mess. Just about everything
points to a loss of confidence in the field of law
enforcement. In 2020, the video which captured a
police officer murdering George Floyd witnessed
by millions of Americans damaged public trust.
Further erosion came with the knowledge that
several enforcement officers were among rioters in
the attack at the US Capitol on January 6, 2021.
A look at the news can remedy any doubt about the
current crisis of confidence in policing. Rarely does
a day elapse without allegations of police
misconduct in headlines. Before adopting the
denial attitude of “it’s not true,” the victim attitude
of “the public does not appreciate us,” or the defiant
attitude of “how dare they,” consider that all three
of these stances leads to a posture of defensiveness.
All in all, defensiveness has contributed to “the
mess we’re in.” Instead of acknowledging there is
always room for improvement, many police
executives just “dig in” when faced with public
criticism. And so, the “us versus them” tide moves
the slippery slope descent that protects an image
regardless of truth or the cost. But protecting at any

cost is false shielding. Just like the defendant who
cannot dodge conviction through arguments of
denial, victimhood or defiance, we cannot prevail
this way either.
What does a win look like anyway? Actually, we
believe that framing the argument in terms of win or
lose illustrates just how much law enforcement is at
odds with the public. If we are on defense, then the
perception is that the public is on offense. It is a
problem when law enforcement officers adopt a
warrior mentality that views citizenry at large as
enemies to conquer. Rather than this approach
protecting the profession, the newest generation of
law enforcement officers faces a backlash from
years of ignoring criticism – evidenced by the
requirement to wear body cameras initiated because
of public distrust. Clearly, something has gone
wrong, and something has got to give.
Let’s examine the so-called “blue wall of silence”
or “code of silence” and how it fits in today’s
policing. Did it change after the testimony of
Minneapolis Police executives and seasoned
officers during the Derek Chauvin trial for the
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murder of Floyd? What about the allegations
surrounding excessive deadly force in the death of
Andrew Brown, Jr. in North Carolina? The
documented and factual testimony in the Chauvin
trial by eight members of the Minneapolis Police
Department, including his supervisor, led to
Chauvin’s conviction. Yet, in the case of Brown, it
is increasingly conveyed that a blockade of silence
may be in operation. The lack of transparency of
releasing the body camera footage in its entirety is an
issue for the public, calling into question officials’
position that the shooting of Brown was really
justified.

with the few words of this article. We aim to inspire
you to avoid the pitfalls of the problem and instead
search for solutions. We suggest that this starts with
moving from protecting self to protecting the public.
We do not see these as opposing positions as by
protecting the public, you will protect yourself, your
agency, and the US Constitution you swore to
uphold.

We believe that prevailing in a business that is public
service occurs when the public is being served. Any
company that ignores its “customers” is doomed to
failure. Taking the public’s confidence for granted
for too long is perilous, even if there were no public
outcry. One lesson from the voice of the people is
the power of being heard. And the current silence of
law enforcement is deafening.

In June 2020, a group of 14 Minneapolis officers
condemned Chauvin in an open letter to everyone,
especially Minneapolis citizens. Fourteen officers
signed the letter. However, they represented
hundreds. Several police associations and
organizations also condemned Chauvin’s actions and
vowed to improve policing by enhancing trust and
transparency. Proactive accountability at all ranks,
including fostering better community relationships, is
a valuable part of policing.
We know that such a vast problem cannot be solved
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An example will illustrate this point. Recently a
young lady spoke to a group of law enforcement
officials about how to bridge this gap we have been
discussing. She suggested that while young people
expressing opposition to police brutality would not
expect officers to join protests, it would help if police
would at least communicate their understanding of
the cause being fought. As part of the same
conversation, one of the officials asserted that most
officers support the guilty verdict of former officer
Derek Chauvin in the killing of George Floyd.
Really? While we point out elsewhere, there have
been several police organizations that condemned
Chauvin’s egregious actions, a press statement alone
will not restore public confidence. The question is,
what platform can individual law enforcement
officers use to message that protection will not be
extended to murderous criminals with a badge?
So, this is what we are asking you to do. How can
you communicate in a non-defensive way that you do
not condone the criminal behavior of anyone,
including those in the ranks of law enforcement?
Even if you did not cause the mess, please let’s help
figure out how to get out of this mess.
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WANTED: FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS WITH HIGH EQ

In today’s tumultuous political environment, federal law enforcement officers need to
leverage every aspect of their skillset in order to succeed on the job. The issues, questions and
challenges facing federal law enforcement officers in particular seem to become more
complex, varied, and dynamic by the day. Government agencies and successful companies
are increasingly seeking more people with high emotional intelligence (EQ). EQ is
essentially the ability to perceive, understand, express, and adjust our emotions, when
necessary, to solve problems or manage responses in ourselves and others. EQ is a skill that
can be developed over time, at any age, as long as you devote the necessary attention and
dedication to its development.
Federal law enforcement officers expressed the desire for a deeper understanding of emotional
intelligence as the mental and emotional strain of collective traumas is being felt at all levels
across all law enforcement agencies. FEDS Protection offered a free webinar Wanted:
Federal Employees with High EQs with Dr. Marc Brackett, the Director of the Yale Center
on Emotional Intelligence and Dr. Jean Kanokogi, FLEOA’s Director of Mental Health and
Peer Support Services, to explain the role of emotions and emotional intelligence in learning,
decision making, relationship quality, and mental health giving federal law enforcement
officers access to the tools to bring about positive and long-lasting impacts on the health,
personal lives, workplace performance and interactions with coworkers and members of the
public. WIFLE members have access to all of FEDS Protection’s webinars and can view this
webinar Wanted: Federal Employees with High EQs here. If you would like additional
information, please feel free to contact FEDS Protection for more information and further
training opportunities.
In addition to developing your EQ, federal law enforcement officers can take steps to protect
themselves by having FEDS Protection in place. FEDS professional liability insurance (PLI)
also provides up to $1, $2 or $3 million in defense and indemnification if you are sued in your
personal capacity for an act, error or omission in the performance of your duties. PLI also
provides defense for investigations, disciplinary actions, and proposed removals arising out of
the performance of duties starting at $290 a year – or $145 after agency reimbursement for all
federal law enforcement officers. Visit our website or call 866.955.FEDS today.
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“VOICES”
Beginning with this issue, WIFLE will include a column called “Voices” – an
opportunity for WIFLE Members to share with others the triumphs and challenges
faced in their careers, what inspired them to choose the federal law enforcement
profession, or simply what being a WIFLE Member has meant to them over the years.
Our first “Voice” is one probably familiar to most of you: Carol A. Paterick, the
WIFLE Webmaster and Member Support guru.
MESSAGE FROM WEBMASTER AND MEMBER SUPPORT – Carol A. Paterick
I have been with WIFLE since it was founded in 1999 (carrying over
from its 1970's predecessor – the Interagency Committee on Women
in Federal Law Enforcement – ICWIFLE).
As these 22 years sped by, I reflect on the innate kindness of WIFLE
members, the unmatched quality of WIFLE's annual Leadership
Training Program, the genuine appreciation for its members by the
WIFLE Board of Directors, and the lasting friendships made through
WIFLE. I personally received support in my trying times and sincere
heartfelt empathy in my hurting times. WIFLE has never wavered in
its mission to support women in law enforcement, no matter what
form that support takes.

Working diligently in the background, center stage when called upon,
and consistently with you through your career and life journey, I
encourage everyone to celebrate the 22 years of WIFLE, June 28, 1999 to June 28, 2021. For
me, I thank you WIFLE for these 22 years of being in my life.
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